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Introduction to And   

Have you ever wondered if there is more to your faith journey as a Christian? Do you have this 

sense deep in your heart that what you are experiencing now is not the end, but rather a 

beginning to a new chapter?1 Many of us live our lives like a sentence with a period at the end 

(.) instead of a conjunction (and…). There is nothing more in the kingdom that we long for, 

dream about and strive for. 

 On the other hand, conjunctions (and, but, for, therefore, etc.) link phrases together to form 

sentences that link life dreams together to create riveting stories and coherent thought 

patterns.  

We use And in relationships all the time 

As Christ followers were created for And. Over every Christ follower there is an invisible And 

that hovers over us, compelling us, reminding us that were are created for more scriptural 

depth and more missional heat in the kingdom. There is an invisible And that hovers over every 

local church reminding us of that we are created for more, and that God is always asking us 

And…?; as Dwight Friesen so aptly puts it –  

 

The way of Christ is to become the And. God’s mission, if you choose to live into it, is to boldly 

link where no one has linked before; this is the Christ conjunction.2  

 

So, do want to be an Ander? 

 

Format3 

And discipleship is a 3 year process4 that will blend biblical theology, holy scripture, practical 

theology5 with spiritually formative tools6 that will propel people into an Anding7 existence, a 

                                           
1 We have an innate ability to take verbs in life and make them nouns, to attach periods  at the end of life sentences when there 
should be conjunctions (And…?). We need to get verb’d.  This is essentially what Ephesians 2:10 tells us: “For we are His 
workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand that we should walk in them.” 
2 Friesen, p.135 
3 This document is part two in our discipleship vision at FSAC beginning with FSAC Philosophy of Gospel and Church Growth Process 
(emphasizing what and why?) followed by the second document - AND Discipleship Pathways  which brings the process to 
completion by articulating the three year process. 
4 Desired Gospel Deliverables (see Philosophy doc) 
5Conviction (Deep Truth , ibid) 
6 Character, ibid 
7 Competency (Deep Bench, ibid) 
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place of sweet convergence where Christ formation naturally becomes reflexive so that the 

disciple is shaping others and where the disciple’s life trajectory naturally marries8 what is 

eternal and dates what is transient. The goal is to have new Membership candidates at FSAC 

already be living out an Anding kingdom existence. 

 

And Desired Outcomes 

The learning will: 

 Occur in a small group community 

 Process from visual learning to reading and reflecting 

 Be sequential and will build on previous learning 

 Seek to develop whole doxologically9 electric, emotionally healthy, missionally 

courageous, intellectually rigorous - kingdom workers 

 

The learner will: 

 Get verb’d10and stay verb’d11 

 Understand that to marry the church means that we marry Christ and vice versa 

 Understand the radically communal nature of the church as one collective person12 and 

live it hedonistically and ethically 

 Grow in Gospel deliverables and desire to reproduce and plant another kingdom seed, 

not a seed substitute13 

 

And Desired Values 

 Biblical and theologically, yet practically based:  

 Contextual: Gospel growth addressing real life issues with depth 

 Progressive learning in organic community 

 Learning will develop over the duration of 3 years that will then propel people to life-

long learning as courageous and purposeful Anders 

 Casual and flexible environment 

 

And Development Process 

Level 1: Biblical/theological  foundations blended with practical  formation 

Level 2: Biblical /theological development blended with practical formation 

Level 3: Focus on Anding with emphasis on How then shall we live?  - In the local community 

and the community of faith. 

                                           
8 Joshua Harris. Stop Dating the Church. Multnomah. Oregon. 2004 
9 I Cor 10:31   
10 The spiritual life will resemble a river. Holy, purposeful,  kingdom movement 
11 In addition to Friesen (p.133-140), Joseph Myers talks about moving from noun centric to verb centric community; Organic 
Community. Creating a Place Where People Naturally Connect. Baker Books. Grand Rapids, Michigan. 2007, P. 145-159. 
12 Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Sanctorum Communio. A Theological Study of the Sociology of the Church. Dieterich Bonhoeffer Works, Vol 
1. Fortress Press. Minneapolis, Minn. 1998. Bonhoeffer’s entire thesis can be heard in these words: “The collective person of 
humanity has one heart…Whenever individuals recognize themselves both as individuals and as the human race, and submit to the 
demand of God, there beats the heart of the collective person…the collective person really has one conscience.” P.121. 
13 Building n the Parable of the Sower (Matt 13:18-23; Mk 4:1-20; As in Neil Cole., Cultivating a Life for God. Multiplying Disciples 
Through Life Transformation Groups. Church Smart Resources. Illinois, 1999, p.73-76. We reproduce after own kind.  
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Following the And Master –  

“When Jesus saw His ministry was drawing huge crowds, He climbed a hillside; those who were 

apprenticed with Him, the committed, climbed with him. Arriving at a quiet place, He sat down 

and taught His climbing companions.”14 

 

Following great Anders in the Kingdom 

“Remember your leaders, those who spoke to you the word of God. Consider the outcome of 

their way of faith, and imitate their faith.” (Heb 13:7 ESV) 

 

The process15 will initially begin in the first year with an Elder-couple who will work with initially 

with a pastor in the first stage of the process. After the first stage, the teacher-facilitator pool 

will expand as we see discipleship traction occur16. 

 

A Journey to More… 

And discipleship pathways is intended to take people on one hand who desire to open a new 

chapter in their life journey with Jesus Christ, yet in the other hand is still beneficial for those 

who are already mentors and leaders in the kingdom.  It is a new step of obedience designed to 

open up new spiritual vistas for all involved. The ripple effect of this will spread throughout the 

church, but specifically have immediate impact in the Life Together ministry at FSAC. 

 

And sojourners will: 

 Be able to identify their God’s call on their life, more specifically, their role and ministry in the 

life of FSAC 

 Learn how to mentor others and lead others in the kingdom, more specifically – leading others 

to marry what is eternal and date what is transient  

 

 
 

Be among the great luminaries of Anders who have finished well 

“I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith.” (2 Tim 4:7 ESV) 

 

Marketing date: beginning June  

Start date: Level One: September 2012 

                                           
14 Eugene H. Petersen. The Message, Matthew 5. Navpress. Colorado Springs, Col. 1995.  
15 See Philosophy of Gospel and Church Growth doc which explains that the heart of New Testament training is illustrated as 
training-as-parenthood.  
16 The Gospel Process Diagram: Reaching Out, Following Up, Growth, Training 

 Experience what it means live hedonistically for God’s glory and pleasure 

– seeing and experiencing Christ as the souls’ Highest Good 

 Learn and grow along with others in a non-invasive yet relational small 

group setting 

 Learn how to weave faith, reason and theology into the emotional life  

 Learn how to listen to God in prayer and deeply value the work of prayer 

 Learn the fruit of finishing well as a leader in the kingdom 

 


